
TOWN OF SIDNEY 

 
 

OFFICIAL COMMUNITY PLAN REVIEW ADVISORY COMMITTEE  
MEETING MINUTES of April 28, 2022 

 
2:00 p.m. in the Arbutus Room 

Also held via Videoconferencing and recorded 
 

 
PRESENT: 
 
Chairperson: Mayor Cliff McNeil-Smith 
  
Members: David Calveley, Denny Gelinas, Bernardine van der Meer , Gae VanSiri,  

 
  
Council Liaison: Councillor Peter Wainwright 
  
Staff: Randy Humble, Chief Administrative Officer 

Corey Newcomb, Senior Manager of Long Range Planning 
Recording Secretary Kelly Albucz, Development & Administrative Coordinator 
  
Absent: Todd Weibe, Hannah Nawroth 

 
1. CALL TO ORDER 

 
The Chair called the meeting to order at 2:00 p.m. 
 

2. TERRITORIAL ACKNOWLEDGEMENT 
 

The Mayor respectfully acknowledged that this meeting is being held on the traditional 
territory of the W̱SÁNEĆ First Nation; the Tsawout, Tsartlip, Pauquachin, and Tseycum. 

 
3. ADOPTION OF AGENDA 

 
Moved by: D. Gelinas 
Seconded: B. van der Meer 

 
That the Agenda be adopted as circulated. 

 
MOTION CARRIED 

4. ADOPTION OF MINUTES 
 
Moved by: G. VanSiri 
Seconded: B. van der Meer 

 
That the Minutes of April 21, 2022 be adopted as circulated. 

MOTION CARRIED 
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5. CONTINUED REVIEW OF SUMMARY OF PUBLIC FEEDBACK ON DRAFT OCP 

 
Chair gave a brief summary of the previous meeting discussions, and stated all information 
gathered from this committee along with feedback from the Advisory Planning Commission and 
community engagement opportunities will be compiled by staff in a report to be presented at the 
Special Council meeting on May 5, 2022 for consideration. 
 

6. DISCUSSION 

 
The committee continued their discussion of the themes and topics presented in the staff report 
titled “Summary of Public Feedback on Draft OCP” dated April 14, 2022, as follows: 
 
The committee made the following comments regarding the topic of Environmentally Sensitive 
Areas (ESA): 
 
B. van der Meer noted that within the public feedback there was a recommendation/support to 
include all of the foreshore areas in Sidney in the ESA. She suggested that there be a note made 
regarding lands controlled by the Town if ever converted back to private usage lands, that they then 
be made part of the ESA. B. van der Meer pointed out that there didn’t appear to be any support 
for increased density in the Mermaid Creek area, however, there was support to allow it to return 
back to its natural state. She also noted that there were almost equal support/opposition to the 
extension of the walkway, and there was no support of increasing the density on Third Street to 
achieve the extension of the walkway. This information calls into question the proposal for 
increased density in these two areas. 
 
G. VanSiri and D. Calveley agreed with B. van der Meer’s comments, and would like to see public 
feedback concerns recognized around the proposed density changes to achieve the extension of 
the walkway, in the OCP. 
 
D. Gelinas asked for clarification on the zoning for the area around Rothesay and Mermaid Creek 
area that would support two family dwellings. Suggested that owners need to understand/ have 
clarification as to what the new designation of “Multi-Unit Residential” would mean. 
 
Councillor Wainwright felt that including a policy that would ensure a lower form of density in 
those areas would be appropriate as concern is over the higher density four storey scale and not 
two storey townhomes. 
 
Theme 2: New “Multi-Unit Residential” designations around Neighbourhood Commercial: 
 
G. VanSiri spoke to the public’s concern that if there was to be an increase of density that there is 
a need to increase parks and/or open spaces. She also noted there was a relatively high level of 
“strongly opposed” rating for Multi-Unit Residential proposals. Green space acquisition doesn’t 
appear to be linked to development and felt there is a need to more strongly state the need to 
supply park/greenspaces within the OCP. She also stated that the OCP planning team take a closer 
look at the proposed locations and intensities of the recommendations for multi-unit residential as 
there is comparatively low support ratings for those particular proposals.  
 
G. VanSiri noted Stats Canada 2021 data on the number of single detached housing in Canada is 
53%, in BC 42%, and 2016 stats; Greater Victoria Region 39% and within Sidney 35%. These 
figures would indicate that Sidney has supported urban densification and that the town take a 
slower, more targeted approach as to type and location of densification. She also felt that by 
breaking out the proposed “Multi-Unit Land Use” designation into at least two categories of 
“modest” or “neighbourhood multi-unit” permitting only an RM5 zoning designation and “intense” or 
“urban multi-unit” which would accommodate the RM6 and RM7 zoning designations. This could 
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address those concerns of those opposing increases to density in their areas. G. VanSiri stated 
that on this basis, she suggested that the committee recommend that the draft OCP be revised to 
propose options that address the concerns expressed about the style and intensity of the process 
of densification in Sidney. 
 
D. Calveley and B. van der Meer supported the recommendations made by G. VanSiri. 
 
Theme 3: Desire for more specificity around built form and density: 
 
B. van der Meer also noted that public comments around lack of specifics within the proposed OCP 
was of concern, and asked for staff clarification as why specifics were excluded. C. Newcomb 
stated that historically Sidney has taken a permissive land use approach. Everything in Sidney is 
essentially infill and requires a more general approach to development. Other municipalities with 
more specific guidelines have recognized that this has resulted in extended timelines for 
development applications, and are relaxing regulations to allow for more flexibility to development. 
CAO R. Humble added that Sidney’s OCP is more normative with other municipalities throughout 
B.C. A higher level of detail may also see an increase in OCP amendments/public hearings from 
developers.  
 
B. van der Meer suggested that Sidney’s OCP could contain specificity but still have broader 
language. 
 
D. Calveley noted that the current OCP (Bylaw No. 1920) doesn’t provide sufficient specificity to 
meet the community’s expectations, and added that there was clear direction from the public to 
include more detail in the draft OCP. The history of some previous council development approvals 
has raised concerns over “broader” language. 
 
C. Newcomb stated that it would be helpful to know what sections of the current OCP were 
insufficient based on development approvals in the past so those concerns can be addressed. 
 
D. Calveley pointed to the Firehall Development building’s height that was permitted. B. van der 
Meer added that the building’s full block coverage at the fifth and six storeys that contravened the 
existing OCP language for buildings of that height which were only to be permitted mid-block. C. 
Newcomb suggested that stronger regulation within the Zoning Bylaw might have addressed this, 
with higher level guidance in the OCP. 
 
The committee discussed at length issues of density and the need for more details in the OCP 
around how density is to happen in the future. P. Wainwright stated that the Housing Needs 
Assessment have already identified an existing housing deficit. 
 
G. VanSiri stated that if people understood that “multi-unit residential” was to be 2 storeys, that 
there would be more support for it. Should “neighbourhood commercial” be shown to be limited to 
2 storeys, there may be more acceptance. Chair stated that specifics would be beneficial for these 
types of designations and that build form and density needs to fit neighbourhoods. G. VanSiri 
thought there was the suggestion to limit “neighbourhood commercial” to street corner locations. 
 
Theme 4: the need for more parking: 
 
D. Calveley suggested that once staff have revised the draft that more policy and guidance will be 
provided. Transportation modes are changing rapidly and is difficult to plan for the unknown. 
 
B. van der Meer noted numerous comments around insufficient parking for visitors, shoppers, and 
commercial needs. Suggestions were made around the necessity of providing parking spaces for 
each residential unit. There is still a possibility of converting existing designated parking lands into 
other use in the future. 
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Theme 5: Document structure: 
 
Chair confirmed the document structure will be reviewed by Council. 
 
D. Gelinas appreciated the difficulties in trying to capture of what a community is, and how people 
live in it. It would be helpful to include some strategies around how to use the OCP as a roadmap 
to move forward with. 
 
B. van der Meer asked if the Downtown Local Area Plan (LAP) would be incorporated in the OCP 
as well as the Downtown Streetscape Standards. C. Newcomb advised the Downtown LAP will be 
repealed as it will be incorporated into the new OCP, however, the Streetscape Standards was only 
intended as a reference document with high level design guidance. C. Newcomb also stated that 
many components of the Westside LAP have yet to be implemented and it is desirable to keep it 
as a standalone document to retain the detail it provides. 
 
Site Specific Issues: 
 
D. Gelinas expressed concern over not including some direction in regards to the Gateway/Sidney 
Crossing site as residents will continue to be concerned over the development of this land in the 
future.  
 
C. Newcomb advised that there is no proposed development currently for the airport lands, thereby 
making it difficult to give specific guidelines to quell public concerns for future development. VAA 
will consult the town once ready to move forward with any kind of development as per the VAA 
MOU. 
 
D. Calveley commented on Harbour Road industrial designation which could be better identified as 
a new classification of possibly “marine transition” designation or something that would better define 
the land use within the OCP. He also liked the community notices sent out. They give people a 
better understanding of the intended use, and an opportunity to respond to any proposed 
development. 
 
B. van der Meer noted only one supporting comment was found for the Harbour Road site, which 
to her would indicate that a change is not supported. She also expressed that the comments around 
the Cedarwood Motel site indicate that it should be kept to two (2) or three (3) storeys. Chair advised 
the proposal will be brought before Council who will need to decide. 
 
Other Discussion: 
 
B. van der Meer noted that in the areas denoted as “A, B and C” on Beacon Avenue the majority 
of comments supported three storeys along Beacon Avenue, and strong comments that the 
maximum should be four (4) storeys, and many comments that supported “step-backs” from third 
storey to fourth storey to allow for more light at street level.  
 
B. van der Meer and G VanSiri agreed there is also a continued concern regarding density vs. 
greenspaces created specifically around townhouses in residential areas, there needs to be 
specific language added to ensure that green spaces are being sought/added. 
 
D. Calveley noted the need to re-work the Vision statement and requested staff review the wording 
used by the consultant for the Economic Development Committee as he felt it was very well written. 
 
B van der Meer suggested that some guiding principles be considered as they have been used by 
other municipalities. 
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C. Newcomb stated that public comments wished for more detail, so will endeavor to find the middle 
ground. 
 
Chair congratulated and thanked the committee for their work. 
 

7. ADJOURNMENT 
 

Moved by: D. Calveley 
Seconded: G. VanSiri 

 
That the meeting be adjourned. 

 
MOTION CARRIED 

 
Meeting adjourned at  3:32 p.m. 

 
 
 
 
 

__________________________ 
 

CHAIRPERSON 
Mayor Cliff McNeil-Smith 

 


